
‘Golden’ Boys
The creators & creation of comic books as we know them today



Experimenting with Ideas

What would happen if you took a newspaper comic strip and folded it and then 
stapled it in the middle? 

Newspaper comic strips were so popular in the 1930s that a man named MC (Max) 
Gaines ended up asking that exact question. 

HE tried it and called it a ‘comic book’

And then he went out and experimented with it, sold it at a couple of newsstands 
in New York City to test the market.



What happened?

They sold. They sold well.

And before you know it, such comic book titles as Funnies on 
Parade and Famous Funnies started to take root in America, 
and the comic book industry was born.



On the other side of town...

Over on the other part of town, there was 
Martin Goodman, another Jewish 
publisher who had been active in pulps 
who got into the comic book business in 
late 1939, calling his comic book line 
Timely Comics. 

Not too many years later, they would 
become known more by the name of the 
first comic book he published, a little 
ditty called Marvel Comics.



Letting it run itself?

•Martin Goodman was a businessman 
and he was very happy to be 
publishing comics, and the money 
they brought in, but comics didn't 
interest him that much.

• So he pretty much left the comics to 
an ‘annoying teenager’ named Stan 
Lee all the time. 

Stan Lee, Sr. Year of H.S.



Big ideas & bigger heroes
Which was a marvelous thing for comic 
books, as Stan Lee went on to become The 
comic-book creator who, working with 
the invaluable help of other incredibly 
talented artists & writers, like Jack Kirby, 
came up with the likes of the Fantastic 
Four, the X-Men, iron man, & other 
avengers characters.



Two minds are better than one
Officially, Lee wrote the story and Kirby drew 
the story, not always in that order.

Different stories came together different 
ways, but essentially they were co-
storytellers.

And the work they did together during those 
first few years transformed the American 
comic-book industry and laid the groundwork 
for the billion-dollar trademark empire 
Marvel would eventually become.



Controversy?!

The early Fantastic Four said "written by Stan Lee, drawn by 
Jack Kirby." Nice and simple, right?

In "Origins of Marvel Comics" and other interviews, Stan Lee 
indicates that he came up with the ideas and Jack Kirby drew 
them. But according to some comic book historians there are 
several big problems with that. 



Whose big idea?
• According to historians Stan Lee 

was not known for producing 
great new ideas. Jack Kirby, on 
the other hand, was known for 
always producing big ideas, such 
as Captain America (co-created 
with Joe Simon.)



Delivery!
Stan would often would just give a 
general suggestion and Jack (or 
another artist) would do the rest, 
delivering the pages for dialog to be 
added, 

sometimes with notes on what was 
happening in the pictures & what the 
artist thought the dialog should be...
Stan would then add the actual dialog 
(which often contradicted what the 
artist had wanted, but they seldom 
had time to read the finished comic.)



The ‘Marvel Method’
• IT was said, Stan Lee was just too busy to write everything, 

and would often just deliver the faintest outline for a 
script. 
• In this letter from 1965 (printed in the book "The Stan Lee 

Universe") he outlines what became known as "the Marvel 
method:



The Process
The process: Jack (or whoever) had 
the ideas, Stan would approve or 
change them and add his own ideas, 
and Kirby (or another artist) did the 
rest. But Stan was in overall 
control and Stan would write the 
finished dialog in his easy to read 
style, and that is why he called 
himself the writer.



Why Fight?
• Jack Kirby was only paid as an artist, but he felt he should be 

paid more because he also contributed story ideas. 

• He believed he had been promised payment and it never came, 
so he finally left Marvel. Years later, in the 1980s, Jack was 
fighting to get his original art back from Marvel, and the 
two sides became polarized. 



One more thing...
It has been said Stan has a powerful motive for claiming 
credit: copyright law means that if Kirby truly created it then 
he (or his estate) would now be due hundreds of millions of 
dollars in royalties. But, according to some, Stan is ‘always 
the consummate company man,’ so as long as he claims credit 
(and takes his million dollar a year salary) Marvel is legally 
safe.



He Says, he Says…
• Some say Jack Kirby created Marvel "comics" (small "c", the 

pictures and stories) but Stan Lee created Marvel "Comics". Lee 
created the connected universe and global empire and without him, 
we wouldn’t know Jack Kirby’s stories. 

• Some fans felt that clearly Stan did everything. Others felt that he 
had taken credit for Kirby's work. Still others felt that their 
contribution was equal, as one historian says, “Stan Lee provided 
the roads, the land, the buyers and the paint, but Jack Kirby built the 
house.” perhaps neither could succeed without the other. 

• The battle rages to this day. 



What do you Say?

• Who is right? 

• Who deserves the most credit? 

• IS a comic book a story without the words? Can a comic book tell a 
story without the pictures?

• Do they both deserve the same amount?

• How would you feel if you were Jack Kirby?

• How would you feel if you were Stan Lee?



Finding inspiration
Artists and writers find inspiration for their creations in a variety of 

things around them, from any everyday item to the exceptional. 
People, places, things, even other works of art have inspired some of 

the greatest artists throughout history to create some very 
memorable pieces – comic book artists and writers are no exception. 



That reminds me!
• Have  you ever wondered what inspired comic book artists to create 

some of your favorite superheroes and villains? 

• While some of them came directly from the minds of the creators 
(such as The Blob and Apocalypse) or from the Greek and Norse 
mythology (such as Hercules and Thor) there are still a few of them 
that aren’t so obvious to figure out.



Art inspired by life
Most of the greatest comic book superheroes and 
villains have been inspired by living, breathing people. 
Here are some of the real life inspirations behind comic 
book characters. 



The Joker
The Joker was inspired by a 
playing card and a silent movie 
star (Conrad Veidt in The Man 
Who Laughs.) 



Iron Man Iron Man is basically 
Howard Hughes.  If 
crotchety hermit 
billionaires had trading 
cards, Howard Hughes 
would be the Babe Ruth. 
Though handsome, rich and 
bona-fide brilliant, Hughes 
struggled in his personal 
life. Since that kind of 
flawed hero figure is really 
Marvel's bag, Hughes was a 
natural fit when coming up 
with the personality for 
playboy whiz Tony Stark.
both inherited their fortune 
from their fathers, both 
were inventors and 
playboys. They even named 
Tony’s father Howard.



Super Man!
•Superman was inspired by a whole 

combination of things! 
•Using biblical figures such as Moses 

and Samson and fictional heroes such 
as Hercules, Doc Savage, and Buck 
Rogers, his creators tweaked their 
creation into one of the most iconic 
characters ever. 



Super men = Super Man!
As avid movie buffs, Siegel and Shuster made Superman look 
like famous movie star Douglas Fairbanks (minus the pencil-
thin mustache). His alter ego, Clark Kent (using the first 
names of actors Clark Gable and Kent Taylor) was modeled 
after another actor, Harold Lloyd. 



If you were going to create a 
superhero or super villain 

what or who would you use as 
inspiration?


